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i have just installed cubase 5.5 on my vista x64 system, but i am getting a lot of problems with the audio device
configuration. i have a focusrite saffire 40 pro audio interface. i have tried a lot of different combinations of settings,

but the problem keeps occurring. when i select the focusrite i see the following in the device list: 'multichannel
(audio) device' 'general audio' 'audio-in' 'multichannel (audio) interface' 'general audio' 'audio-in' but the only

device i can use is 'audio-in'. i get a message stating 'could not find device' and the interface is greyed out and
disabled. i have a similar problem with my behringer uca202 usb midi interface. my behringer device is listed as

'multi-channel (midi) audio device'. i can use it to record audio and midi, but it seems to be disabled. ok, so i have
installed cubase 5.5 on my vista x64 system, but i am getting a lot of problems with the audio device configuration.

i have a focusrite saffire 40 pro audio interface. i have tried a lot of different combinations of settings, but the
problem keeps occurring. when i select the focusrite i see the following in the device list: 'multichannel (audio)

device' 'general audio' 'audio-in' 'multichannel (audio) interface' 'general audio' 'audio-in' but the only device i can
use is 'audio-in'. i get a message stating 'could not find device' and the interface is greyed out and disabled. i have

a similar problem with my behringer uca202 usb midi interface. my behringer device is listed as 'multi-channel
(midi) audio device'. i can use it to record audio and midi, but it seems to be disabled.
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in cubase 5.4, midi input devices are assigned "inputs", but not in the "track" window. the only way to assign inputs
to a track is to assign the "track" to the "midi track" in project > prefs > midi. this can be a little confusing if you

don't know how midi tracks work. in my opinion, the best way to see how the track window and "midi track" work is
to open the "audio track editor" and then close the track window. close the audio track editor and you will find that

the midi track is the "focusrite saffire pro 40" in the output mode and that the "audio track editor" is the track
window. however, you can still open the "audio track editor" and close the track window without any issues. hi, ok, i
have a question. i have been using cubase for a while now. and have built up a lot of tracks and fx. how do i export

them so that i can use them on my new pc. do i export the.cub files? how do i save them? i dont have any music
software on the new pc. i just have cubase. so i need a way to export my tracks and fx to be able to use them on

the new pc. thanks for any help. hi, i have a question. i have been using cubase for a while now. and have built up a
lot of tracks and fx. how do i export them so that i can use them on my new pc. do i export the.cub files? how do i
save them? i dont have any music software on the new pc. i just have cubase. so i need a way to export my tracks

and fx to be able to use them on the new pc. thanks for any help. i want to try again, but i need to know what to do.
i need to install a legacy driver. i have already done that. no success so far, i can record but it hangs when i try to
play back. i dont know if it is the latency or the time lag. i dont have a video card or sli's. i am running windows 7.

so, what should i do? i have the latest drivers, the latest cubase. i have a 8 gb ram, a 1.8 ghz processor. i dont have
a turbo boost at the moment. i am currently unplugging all of my usb devices, because i just know that if i do this, it

will work. or will i? 5ec8ef588b
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